ROBOTS THAT WE WANT

Aliza
Banking Robot

Intelligent Smart
Bank Transaction Robot

Appearance Size Sketch Drawings

Application scene
Bank, Telecom, Hotel,
Administrative Centre,
Restaurant, Science and
Technology Museum,
Museum, Hospital,
Cinema

Functions Overview
Bank Transaction,
Business Consulting,
Greeting, Business
Reservation, Business
Handling,
Explanation, Promotion,
Patrol

Main Features: Aliza Robot

Function

Content

Greeting the
visitor

The robot equipped with a sensor which can sense the human
body when they are close to it, It will actively interact with the
visitor, such as broadcast promotion information, or greeting,
play video, etc., You can custom any information content when
It interacts with people

Guiding

It can guide the visitor to different locations after you set the
map. The robot much be on the same floor of the premise or
the building as it cannot travel in lift.

Product
Introduction

It can do product introduction, advertisement, important
information, promotion ad for customers and visitors. It can
play audio, pictures, video when it is speaking and depend on
the organization which suits their daily requirement.

Business
Handling

It can handle inquiries, reservations, business settlement (to
be customized), such as hotel self-check-in, banking business
consultation, tax department business reservation, hospital
visit and guide, telecom business hall as lobby manager,
shopping mall promotion.

Business
Consulting

Search
information
by voice
command

1: Custom voice dialogue, support for building different cloud
voice database (to be customized), such as if the client wants
to use the robot in the hospital, we can make the robot
connect with the hospital cloud voice database or Bank.
2. answer a variety of business advisory questions to
customers and be able to continuously intelligent learning
optimization
The robot can do as per your voice command to open the
website, open app, open the browser to surf the internet and
look for the information as per your voice command.

Guest Host

Customize the word for releasing the important news and be
able to attend guest in all kinds of interactive performances in
the form of dialogue, explanation, sports.

Control
method

You can control the robot to play different content by App or
remote control, or do advertisement or promotion

Function

Content

Multi-point
explanation

The robot can autonomously navigate to different positions to
promote different content.

Identify the
ID card

The robot can identify the ID card (This feature need 2nd
developing). It need integration as per National ( Country
Standard that followed by the Central Bank ) and Ministry as it
will be the national ID card.

Print receipts

There is a small heat-sensitive printer, can print small tickets (
bill ) OR Token number which will be depending on the
integration of que system.

Read the
bank card or
IC card

It can read bankcard and IC card (This feature need 2nd
developing)

PIN pad

There is a PIN PAD to help people input the password when
need pay

Technical Parameter

